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1: Researcher and project details

1.1 Your details

Your name.

Your email address.

Project number

(don’t worry about phone number).

1.2 

You must be a named researcher on the 
project in order to request output.

Just click in the box.



2: Describe output and request

−Describe your output.

−Location of your files for clearance (and whether 
they are for clearance or provide supplementary 
information).

−Type of clearance you are requesting.

−Justify level of clearance you are requesting.

−Whether your outputs are relevant to your 
project.



2.1: Description of the output

Want a description of the work:

−Key variables used (outcome, 
exposure, other key variables).

−Statistical method used and 
measures included in the output.

NB: If you are requesting a code 
clearance, describe what is in the 
code.



What are the names of the files?

− Are they for clearance or supplementary to aid clearance?

Where are your files?

− Pre-publication clearances will be in the SRS → filepath of 

files.

− Code clearances will be in the SRS → filepath of files.

− Publication clearances:

− in the SRS → provide the filepath.

− Not in the SRS → attach to request.

For files in the SRS:

Put them in ReadyForChecking in folder with date of request.

2.2: Name, description and location of output



Three types of clearance:

− Code clearance

− Pre-publication clearance.

− Publication clearance.

Only request one type of clearance.

Pre-publication

− Confirm you will delete at end of project.

Publication

− Confirm you will send copy/ link to published 

output to ONS and CeLSIUS.

− Confirm that if changes made you will resubmit for 

clearance.

2.3: Clearance level



2.4: Justify clearance type

−Code – only syntax files, you may want to 

share them with other researchers.

−Pre-publication – if you want to review 

findings with other researchers on 

project.

−Publication – if you want to share it with 

researchers not in project team.

2.4 and 2.5

2.5 confirm that files are:

−Needed to answer the research questions. 

−Don’t change research purpose/ aims.

−Only used as part of research project.



3: Output history
3.1 Datasets used

−ONS Longitudinal Study

−Provide the LS doi:

https://doi.org/10.57906/z9xn-ng05

3.2 Is this an update of a previously cleared 

output?

− Yes/ No.

− If “yes”, describe the changes since the 

previously cleared file.

− Please provide date of previously cleared 

file that this is an update of.

https://doi.org/10.57906/z9xn-ng05


4: Output content
Tick boxes that require you to confirm statements:

4.1: 

− That the files contain adequate information for clearance (i.e. 

titles / labels / descriptions).

4.2: 

− That counts have been provided if the output is a visualisation, 

or contains model outputs or ranks, percentiles, min/max values.

− If counts are not applicable tick the relevant box and go to 4.4.

4.3: 

− How have you included counts in your clearance? Tick the 

relevant box.

4.4: 

− Does any of the analysis relate to data that is not in the SRS (for 

publication requests). If this is the case, please provide page 

number/ slides/ table and figure numbers that are based on the 

ONS LS.



−Voluntary.

−Only if you want to provide additional 

information about your output.

5: Notes



This information may provide 

you with further help on:

− completing the form. 

−Ensuring that the files you 

are requesting for clearance 

are sufficient.

6: Miscellaneous information and links



Sections 7 and 8

These sections are for CeLSIUS and ONS to complete.



WHAT NEXT?
For outputs in the SRS (pre-publication clearances/ code clearances)
− Put the output form, output, underlying counts, and any supplementary files in a folder 

with the date of the request in the ReadyForChecking folder of your project space in the 

SRS.

− Email CeLSIUS (celsius@ucl.ac.uk) and your specified CeLSIUS USO (if you have one).

− Put the project number and output type (code, pre-publication or publication clearance) in 

the subject field e.g. “Project 0300411: pre-publication clearance”.

− In the email say where the files are in your project space in the SRS.

For outputs outside the SRS (publication clearances)
−Email CeLSIUS (celsius@ucl.ac.uk) and your specified CeLSIUS USO (if you have one).

−Attach the output request form.

−Attach the output for clearance (e.g. paper, presentation).

−Put the project number and output type (code, pre-publication or publication clearance) 

in the subject field.
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Thank you!

Email:
Aly.Sizer@ext.ons.gov.uk
a.sizer.11@ucl.ac.uk
celsius@ucl.ac.uk 
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